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1. Introduction 
Given a field k of characteristic zero and a system of power series F= (F’, . . . , F,) 
in k[[X,, . . . . X,,]]” of the form Fi =Xj - Hi with Hi consisting of terms of degree 
two and higher, then there is a unique system G=(G,, . . . . G,) such that X,= 
G;(F’, . . . ,F,) for i= 1, . . . . n. G is called the analytic inverse of F, denoted F-‘. In 
this paper we are concerned with the problem of decribing G by formula, a process 
we call ‘reversion’. In [2] it is shown that each Gj is given by a certain summation 
whose summands are polynomials enumerated by ‘rooted trees’, defined below. 
However, this is accomplished only under the assumptions that H,, . . . ,H, are 
homogeneous polynomials of the same degree (so that F gives a polynomial map), 
and that the hypothesis of the Jacobian Conjecture, i.e. det J(F) = 1, where J(F) 
denotes the Jacobian matrix of F=(F’, . . . , F,). The goal of this paper is to prove 
that this formula holds without these additional hypotheses (Main Theorem 1) and 
to derive from it two related tree formulas (Main Theorems 2 and 3), the latter of 
which is due to J. Towber and gives each coefficient in G as an expression involving 
the coefficients of F. As in [2, 51111, these formulas are derived from the Abhyankar- 
Gurjar formula for the inverse of F, which will not be proved here. 
2. Notation 
2.1. System F of power series. Throughout this discussion, F=(F,, . . ..F.) will 
represent an element of k[[X,, . . . , X,]]“, as in Section 1, where k is a field of 
characteristic zero. We assume each Fj is of the form Xi-Hi, with Hi consisting of 
terms of degree two and higher. 
2.2. Integer notation. Given an integer m 2 1, we let m denote the set { 1, . . . , WI}. The 
natural numbers (0, 1,2, . ..} will b e d enoted by iN. For an n-tuple e = (et,. . . , e,), we 
let lel=e,+ee. +e,, and e! =e,! . ..e.,.. 1 Given a set E we write B(E) for the sym- 
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metric group on E. If E =m for an integer rnz 1, we write y”, for this group. For 
a vector e=(er,...,e,)EN”, we let Pe=9&x...XZ.Z&, 
2.3. Rooted trees. A rooted tree is a finite tree T, having a nonempty set of vertices, 
denoted V(T), with one vertex designated as its root, and denoted rt,. Given 
u E V(T) we have the notion of the height of u, denoted ht(u), which is defined to 
be the number of edges in the (unique) geodesic connecting u with rt,. Thus 
ht(rtr) = 0, and letting V,(T) denote the set of vertices of height r, V(T) is the dis- 
joint union of the sets V;(T) 10. For u E V(T), we denote by u+ the set of ‘children’ 
of u, i.e. those vertices w adjacent to u such that ht(w) = 1 + ht(u). We denote by 
a(T) the order of the group of automorphisms of T, where we insist that an isomor- 
phism of rooted trees preserve the root. Let T denote the set of (root preserving) 
isomorphism classes of rooted trees. We can view TI as the set of objects of a 
category in which each object is alone in its isomorphism class. If, by slight abuse 
of notation, we denote this category by 8, we can write Aut,T for the automor- 
phism group of a tree (or more correctly, an isomorphism class of trees) T. We then 
have a(T) = Card Aut,T. 
2.4. Labelings. Given i E n (the n of 2. l), an i-rooted labeling of T (in n) is a function 
f: V(T) --f n such that f(rtr) = i. 
2.5. H,, and P,,. Now suppose we are given power series H,, . . . , H,, as in 2.1, a 
rooted tree T, and an i-rooted labeling f of T. For u E V(T) we set 
H, = Hf(o) ; Q+= n q-(w). 
WEU+ 
Finally, set 
pT,f= n R+Hu. 
OE V(T) 
3. The tree theorems 
3.1. Main Theorem 1. Given a system of power series F=(F,, . . . , F,) as in 2.1. 
Then the inverse F-’ = G = (G,, . . . , G,) is given by the formula 
1 
G;=Xi+ C - c ‘T,J 
Tell a(T)f:v(T)-n 
where the product runs over all i-rooted labelings f. (See Subsections 2.3-2.5 for 
notation.) 
The proof will occupy Subsections 5.1-5.4. 
3.2. In the case where each Hi is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 6, one easily 
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checks that if T has d vertices, then P,f is homogeneous of degree 1 + (6 - 1)d. 
Thus if we let Ud denote the set of isomorphism classes of rooted trees having d 
vertices, the following is an immediate consequence of Main Theorem 1: 
Corollary. With the hypothesis of Main Theorem 1, assume Fi = Xi - H; with Hi a 
homogeneous polynomial of degree 62 2. Then 
G.=G’“‘+G!l’+ . ..+@‘+... 
1 I l I 
where 
G!O’ =X. 
1 I 
and for dz 1 G!d’ is given by the formula ’ 1 
G!d’ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 1 + (6 - 1)d. 
3.3. Remarks. The above corollary is proved in [2, Theorem 4.11 under the hypo- 
thesis that the Jacobian determinant det J(F) is 1. It is known (see [3]) that the 
Jacobian Conjecture (for all n) is equivalent to the assertion that G,!d)=O for 
d> 1 +8+...+6n-2. 
3.4. Labeled trees. By an i-rooted labeled tree we mean a pair L = (T, f ), where TE T 
and f is an i-rooted labeling of T. Given such an L, we set V(L) = V(T), PL = P,f, 
and let /3(L) denote the order of the automorphism group of L, where now we insist 
that isomorphisms preserve the labeling as well as the root. We let IL denote the set 
of isomorphism classes of i-rooted labeled trees. Analogously to the situation of 2.3, 
we can say p(L) = Card AutlLL. 
3.5. Main Theorem 2. With the hypothesis of Main Theorem 1, we have 
1 
Gi=Xi+ n -P,. 
LEli P(L) 
The proof is given in 5.5 below. 
3.6. Leaf type of a tree. A vertex v in a rooted tree Tis called a leaf if v is a terminal 
vertex and v#rtr. We denote by T* the tree obtained from T by deleting all its 
leaves and their adjacent edges. Given an i-rooted labeled tree L = (T, f), we define 
an n-tuple q = (ql, . . . ,qn) where qi is the total number of leaves v in L such that 
f(v)=i. q is called the leaf type of L. 
3.1. Child type of a vertex. Given a vertex v of an i-rooted labeled tree L, we define 
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its child type to be the n-tuple k(o) = (k,, . . . , k,), where kj is the number of children 
w of o such that f(w) = i. 
3.8. Planar trees. An i-rooted labeled planar tree is an i-rooted labeled tree L 
endowed with the following additional structure: for u E V(L) and j E n, we give a 
total ordering to the set of children w of u such that f(w) = j, where fis the labeling 
of L. This is equivalent to giving a total ordering of the full set of children of u, 
for each o, subject to the condition that WI w’ whenever f(w)~f(w’). (Note that 
such an ordering furnishes us with a way to draw L in the plane, whence the ter- 
minology.) Let W denote the set of isomorphism classes of i-rooted labeled planar 
trees. Given an n-tuple q = (ql, . . . , qn) with each qi an integer 10, we let W, denote 
those classes whose leaf type is q. It is easy to show that any planar tree W has only 
one automorphism (as a planar tree). 
3.9. Power series coefficients. Given power series F= (F,, . . . , F,,) as in 2.1, we write 
where q represents an n-tuple (ql,...,qn), lql=ql+...+qn, and X”=nXj”/. We 
set ai = 0 if 1415 1. 
Let the inverse system F-’ be given by 
Then: 
G,=X,+ c b;Xq. 
19122 
3.10. Main Theorem 3 (Towber). With the notation of Subsections 3.6-3.9, we have 
where, for WE W,, f denotes the labeling on W. 
Note. If W has a vertex u with less than two children, then a;$ =O, so that in 
Theorem 3.10, we may sum over only those i-rooted labeled planar trees WE W, 
having the property that all vertices o E V( W*) have at least two children. 
Main Theorem 3 will be derived from Main Theorem 2 in Subsections 5.6-5.14. 
4. The Ahhyankar-Gurjar formula and consequences 
4.1. The Formula. Given F and G=F-’ as in Section 1, the Abhyankar-Gurjar 
formula for G = (G,, . . . , G,) is 
Gi = C D”‘(Xi . det J(F) * HP). (1) 
P 
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Here p runs through all vectors (p,,...,pn)~N” (IN ={0,1,2,...}), Dlpl= 
Df’ ... D,p”/p,! . ..p.,!, where D. = a/&X.- HP = HP1 a.- HF ; and J(F) is the Jacobian 
matrix of F, i.e. the matrix wJhose ijt; entry is’D,Fj. 
The proof of this will not be given here, but can be found in [l] or 12, $111.21. 
4.2. Hf and OS. For fixed d> 0, we consider those summands in (1) indexed by all 
PE N” with IpI =d (see 2.2 for notation). For a power series L E k&Y,, . . . ,X,1] we 
will give an explicit formula for d! C ,P, + DLpl(LHp). Our first step is a lemma 
from [2]. Given an integer m and a function f: m + n, let Hf= Hscl, -se HfCm, and 
Df=Dfc~, .*.Df(m,. 
4.3. Lemma. For d and L as above, we have 
d! c D’P’(LHP)= c Df(LHf). 
IPI =d f:d-n 
The proof is a straightforward counting argument, and we leave it to the reader, 
who can refer to [2, Lemma 3.21. 
4.4. Product rule. Given derivations {Da}aCA on a ring which contains elements 
iLb}bcL?, where A and B are finite sets, then ( naeA D,)( nbeB Lb) can be expanded 
as follows. Given a function u : A -+ B, let Du-ybj = flaGu-,Cbj D,. Then we have 
4.5. Expansion of Df(Hf). We now apply the principle of 4.4 to expand the expres- 
sion D,-(LHf), for f: d-t n, which appears in Lemma 4.3. By definition, this is 
equal to ( @=, DfCij)(L n,“, 1 Hfcj,). According to 4.4, this is the sum of expressions 
parametrized by functions u : d + d’, where d+ = (0, 1, . . . , d}. (0 serves as an index 
for L.) We have 
DfWf) =f:dc’d+ (DfCu ‘(0))L)(Df(u-l(l))Hf(l)) --* (Df(u-‘(d))Hf(d))- (2) 
These summands will be grouped according to certain properties of u : d + d+. 
Given such u, let E. be the unique maximal subset of d (possibly 0) such that 
u(E0)=E0.LetE~={0}UE0;1etE,=u~‘(E~)-E0;and,fori~2,1etEi=u~’(E;~,). 
Let h 2 1 be the largest integer such that Eh # 0. One easily verifies, using the max- 
imality of E,, that d is the disjoint union 
d=E,lJE,_,U.--UE,UE, 
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and that we have 
uh Uh-I 
Eh-Eh_l-... ZE,%E,+ 
U 
ou (3) 
Eo-Eo 
where ui=uIE, for i=l,..., h, and (T~=z.I~~. Note that 0, is a permutation of Eo. 
Clearly u can be recovered from the data in (3), namely the partition E,, E,, . . . , E,, 
of d, with E,, . . . . Eh #0, the functions ul, . . . , uh , and the permutation B, . Con- 
versely, giving such data prescribes a function u : d + d+. Letting ei= IEil for 
Osish, h and e=(eo,..., eh) are determined by U, and now we group the sum- 
mands of (2) accordingly. We obtain 
lel =d IE, I = e, 
I., 
UE,=d 
Lne~cEoj )& DfO)Hm(i) . c4) 
Again considering the sum Cf:d_n f( D LHf), it is clear that the summation over f 
can be moved inside the first three summations in (4) at the cost of replacing f by 
its restrictions fj : E; + n for i = 1, . . . , h. Once this is done, the summand correspon- 
ding to the partition Eo, . . . , Eh depends only on the cardinalities eo, . . . , eh . Given 
eo, . . . , eh , the number of choices of a partition E,, . . . , Eh of d with IEi I= ei is (:) = 
d!/e,! “‘eh.. 1 We put all this together, and at the same time replace e. by t, and 
now let e=(el,...,eh), to obtain 
4.6. Lemma. 
for tr0 (Qo= 1). 
4.7. The operator 6,. For simplicity of notation, given e = (e,, . . . , eh), the OpeKitOr 
$ fi c fh ~fh(%~.bl) ... (ww% 
AI ’ e, + ” 
will be denoted a,, so that the formula in Lemma 4.6 simplifies. Putting together 
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6, we have 
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4.8. Lemma. 
c @‘Wf”)= ; ULQ,) 
lPI=d 
t+lhl=d 
(here tz0, e=(e,, . . . . eh) for some hz0, and e, ,..., ehzl). 
4.9. Simplification due to the relationship between fir and vr. In the appendix (Sec- 
tion 6) we review properties of some classical polynomials which we denote by 
fil, . . . . fin in n2 variables { Uij}rsi,j<n. They are defined by the conditions that fir is 
homogeneous of degree r, and that det U= 1 +br + 1.. +fitn, where U is the matrix 
(U,). We can substitute the matrix J(F) into this polynomial equation to obtain 
detJ(F)=l+P,+V..+P,,. 
where P,.=br(J(F)). We put this together with the Abhyankar-Gurjar formula (1) 
and Lemma 4.8, with L =X, det J(F), to obtain 
G;= c &(X,(1 +P, +...+P,,)Qt) 
(3 e 
Using the additivity of the operator 6,, we get 
G;= c &GW’rQ,), 
r, f, e 
where 0 I r< n and PO is defined to be 1. Now let us group the summands above so 
that r+ t remains constant throughout each summand. This yields 
Gi= C 6, Xi C C 
( 
PrQt 
> 
* (5) e dz0 (r,t) 
r+t=d 
In addition to fit, . . . ,fin, we also have the related polynomials qr, for t 2 0, satisfy- 
ing (and determined by) the conditions 
(S) firsft=o 
r+t=d 
05r<fl 
(6) 
for dz 1. This is a restatement of Theorem 6.28. Let us note that, according to the 
definition of yt in 6.16, the polynomial Qt defined in Lemma 4.6 is none other that 
the evaluation of the polynomial 9r at J(F), i.e., Q, =T~(J(F)). Hence (6) holds for 
dz 1 replacing fi, and 9r by P, and Qt, respectively. This fact together with (5) 
yields 
Gi= C S,(Xi). (7) 
Recalling the definition of 6, from 4.7, note that S,(Xi) = 0 for e = (er, . . . , eh) unless 
either h = 0, or h > 0 and er = 1. In the former case, S,(X;) =Xi; in the latter case 
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all summands of S&Y,) are zero except when the image of f, in n is {i}. In this 
case Of,(Xi) = 1. Relabeling ej as ei_ 1 for i22, the following theorem now follows 
from (7): 
4.10. Theorem. 
Gi=X;+ C C 
1 
c 
h>O (e, ..., e,,) eil -“eh! (fi ,..., fh) 
Hfh(L’~hHfh-,) ... (&Hfi)(+,Hi). 
e,> 1 f, : e, -t n 
(This generalizes [2, Proposition 3.51, which asserts this formula under the hypo- 
theses that the F is a polynomial map with H,, . . . , H,, homogeneous of degree 22, 
and that det J(F) = 1.) 
5. Proofs of the main theorems 
5.1. We now proceed to prove Main Theorem 1 (3.1), which asserts the formula 
developed in [2]. The proof, as it is derived from Theorem 4.10, is essentially the 
same as the one in [2], but we note that the hypotheses that F is a polynomial map 
with H,, . . . , H,, homogeneous and det J(F) = 1 have been removed. 
5.2. We expand the expressions DfHf,_, in Theorem 4.10 using the product rule of 
4.4. It is the sum over all functions uj : ej + ej_, of the expressions 
n Df/(u,l(0)Hfi-,(k)- 
kee,-, 
Thus the term Hfh(DfhHfh_,) .+. (DfiHh)(Df,Hi) expands to the summation of 
(Hi),Lu=Hf k~eh~, ( n D,,C$(k,,Hf,-,(x$ ‘** ( ,Fe Df,(.,‘Ck,,Hi,lx,)D~,Hi (8) 
2 
(This defines (Hi)e,f; u .) over all (h - 1)-tuples u = (~2, . . . , uh), Uj : ej + ej_ 1. Thus 
Theorem 4.10 takes the shortened form 
The summands over f and u may be interchanged to obtain 
(9) 
5.3. The pair e, u determines a system 
uh uh-l u2 UO 
eh'eh-l- . ..-+e.-+eo 
where e. = 1 and u. is the unique function e, -+ eo. This system can be identified 
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with a rooted tree (see 2.3) T= Te+ whose vertices V(T) are the disjoint union of 
the ej’s, with the element of e. designated as the root. The vertices are therefore 
labeled Uj,r (1 rj<h, 1 Irlej). The edges consist of all couples {Uj,r,uj-l,f/(r)} 
where 1 sjlh. Note that j is then the height of the vertex Uj,r. Now consider an 
h-tuple f = (fr, . . . ,fh), fj : f?j’ n, as in the inner summation of (9). Such an f 
amounts to an i-rooted labeling of T (see 2.4) when we extend by letting f. : e. --f n 
send 1 to i. Moreover, the polynomial PT,f defined in 2.5 is none other than 
(fi),~;u defined in (S), so that (9) becomes 
5.4. Conclusion of the proof of Main Theorem 1. Note that Cf(l/e!)Pre,U,f 
depends only on the isomorphism class of T,, as a rooted tree. We wish to write 
the above expression as a summation over isomorphism classes of rooted trees. To 
do this, it is necessary to calculate, for a given rooted tree T, the number of pairs 
e, u such that Te,,,z T. Clearly the h-tuple e is determined by T. So for e fixed, we 
want to know, given (h- 1)-tuples u=(u,, . . . . uh) and u’=(u;, . . . . ui), when T,, 
and T,,,, are isomorphic as rooted trees. Giving such an isomorphism cs : Te, u + T,, uI 
is tantamount to giving a set of bijections oj : ej + ej, j = 1, . . . , h, such that the 
diagram 
uh ‘h-1 u2 
eh - eh-l 
- . . . -e 
1 
I 1 uh uh-l 
eh -ehpl 
y . . . ve 
uh ‘h-1 u2 
1 
(11) 
commutes. Thus o is identified with the element o = (or, . . . , ah) E Ye = Ye, x a** X 9& 
(see 2.2 for notation). Note that Ye acts on the set of all u = (z+, . . . , uh) by 
(T’u=(o,U~o* -‘, a$4& ,**.,oh-,&ok’), 
and that Te,,,s Te,,, if and only if u and U’ are in the same orbit by this action. Thus 
the number of U’S for which Tg,, P T is equal to the index [&,A] where A is the 
stabilizer in Ye of U. Note that A consists of precisely those elements ((or, . . . , oh) 
such that diagram (11) commutes setting u’= U, so that A is the group of automor- 
phisms of Te_. As in 2.3, we denote by a(T) the order of the automorphism group 
of a rooted tree T. The number of (h - l)-tuples u such that Te,,u isomorphic to T 
is therefore equal to /Yj]//a(T)=e!/a(T). Thus if in (10) we sum over isomorphism 
classes of rooted trees, we obtain 
G;=X;+ c T & $ pT,/, 
which proves Main Theorem 1 (3.1). 
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5.5. Proof of Main Theorem 2. We now proceed to write G, as a summation over 
i-rooted labeled trees, as defined in 3.4. Suppose that T is a rooted tree and x f’ are 
two i-rooted labelings of T. Observe that if (T, f) and (T,f’) are isomorphic as 
i-rooted labeled trees, then P, f~ P, f’. With this it follows from Main Theorem 1 
that 
Gi=Xi+ C cLPL, (12) 
LEU 
where cL is defined as follows: for L = (T,f), a(T). cL is the number of i-rooted 
labelings f’ of T such that (T,f’)=L. (Recall from 2.3 the definition of a.) We 
note that the group Aut&T) acts on the set of i-rooted labelings of T, and that 
(T,f’) =(T,f) in II if and only if f and f' are in the same orbit. Note also that the 
stabilizer of f in Aut,( T) is precisely the group of automorphisms of L = (T, f) in 
IL. Therefore the integer a(T). cL is equal to a(T)//3(L) (/I was defined in 3.4). This 
together with (12) yields Main Theorem 2. 
5.6. Proof of Main Theorem 3. This is derived from Main Theorem 2 by calculating, 
for q=(q,,..., qn) with 1412 2, the coefficient c~,~ of X4 in PL for L E IL, i.e. we are 
writing 
PL= c c,,X% (13) 
Recall that by definition PL = JJ,, v(L) D”+H,,, (see 2.5 and 3.4) so that a mono- 
mial X4 arises in PL as a summation over all functions r: V(L) + N” such that 
c V E vCLj r(b) = 4. Letting hr(“) denote the coefficient of Xr(“) in Q,+HU, we have 
(14) 
The summation is over those r’s as described above. We now describe h,,,, in terms 
of the coefficients of the H’s. Note that the child type k(o) of a vertex IJ E V(L) (see 
3.7) determines the operator D,+; in fact D,+ =DktU). Moreover the term hrcUjX’(“) , 
in D,+ H, arises from applying II,,+ to the term a~$~+,~~~X’(“)fk(u). (f is the labeling 
on L.) The result is that 
hr(uj = (r(u) + k(u))! fCu) 
r(u)! a,(u) + k(u)* 
This together with (14) gives 
cq,L= c rI O-(u) + WW f(u) 
r UEV(L) r(u)! 
a,(“) + k(U)’ (15) 
Putting together (15), (13), and Main Theorem 2 gives the following formula for the 
coefficient b6 (defined in 3.9): 
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5.7. Extending L by r. Now, given L E II and r: V(L) + IN” with C r(u) = q, we 
embed L in a larger i-rooted labeled tree as follows. For each u E V(L), write the vec- 
tor r(u) as r(u) = (r,(u), . . . , r,(u)), and endow u with /r(u)1 additional children with 
rj(u) of them labeled j, for j = 1,. . . , n. Call this extended tree L’. 
5.8. Contracting L by deleting leaves. Again given L E 1L, let L* be the i-rooted labeled 
rooted tree obtained from L by deleting all leaves (see 3.6) and their adjacent edges. 
5.9. Taking our cue from (16), we consider the situation where we have L E II and 
r: V(L) + kJ” such that none of the factors a$$+k(uj are zero. In this case we must 
have Ir(u) + k(u)1 22 (see 3.9). This insures that if u is a leaf in L, i.e. k(u) = (0, . . . ,0), 
then jr(u)1 2 2 so that u is not a leaf in L’. It follows that (L’)*=L and that each 
vertex of L’ which is not a leaf has at least two children, since Ir(u) + k(u)1 2 2 and 
r(u)+k(u) is the child type in L’ for such a vertex u. 
5.10. By these observations, formula (16) can be written as 
(17) 
where L, r ranges over pairs satisfying the property described in 5.9, with C r(u) = q. 
Note that the expression inside the summation depends only on the isomorphism 
class of the i-rooted labeled tree L’. We wish to write (17) as a summation over 
trees of the type L’ where L and r are as in 5.9. 
5.11. Let IL, denote the set of isomorphism classes of i-rooted labeled trees R having 
these two properties: 
(a) the leaf type of R is q; 
(b) if u is a vertex of R which is not a leaf, then u has at least two children. 
We note that if L, r is as in (17) and we set R = L’, then by 5.9, R represents an ele- 
ment of II, and R * = L. 
5.12. So in order to rewrite (17) as a summation over elements of il,, we must 
address this question: Given RE IL, and setting L =R*, how many functions 
r : V(L) --t iN” with C r(u) = q are there such that L’G R? Toward that end, note that 
the group Aut,L acts on the set of functions r. Moreover, an easy argument shows 
that L’=L” in IL, if and only if r and r’ are in the same orbit by this action. The 
orbit size of r, of course, is IAut,LI/IKI, w h ere K is the stabilizer in Aut,L of r. 
Given r such that L’G R (we will make the identification L’= R), we wish to relate 
elements of K to elements of Au$R. Note that any automorphism of R restricts 
to an automorphism of L = R* which stabilizes r, thus an element of K. Conversely, 
any 0 E K can be extended to an automorphism of L’= R by making appropriate 
assignments, for each vertex u E V(L), of the leaves in R of u with the leaves of a(o). 
There are precisely r(u)! ways to do this, for each u. Therefore each element of K 
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corresponds to n,, V(L) T(U)! elements of Au$R, so IAu$RI = IK\ fl,, ,(,)r(u)!. 
Hence the orbit size JAut,LJ/JKJ is equal to (JAut,Lj/JAut,oRJ) n,, V(L) r(u)!, 
which can be written as (P(L)/P(R)) n,, V(g r(u)!. (See 3.4 for the definition of /?, 
and note that isomorphism in 1L, is the same thing as isomorphism in Il.) Recalling 
that this orbit size is the number of functions r/such that L”=R, we can now write 
(17) so that the summation is over II,. In doing so, we recall that for L and r as in 
(17) and u E (L), the vector r(u) + k(o) becomes the child type for u a vertex in L’ 
(see 5.9). Therefore r(u) + k(u) is replaced by k(u) in the formula below, and this 
now refers to the child type of u in R. 
(18) 
5.13. Finally, we will show that the formula above simplifies when we write it as 
a summation over planar trees WE W, , defined in 3.8. Given such W, we write 
1 WI for its underlying i-rooted labeled tree, ignoring the orderings. We simply write 
W” for ( WI*. Clearly, then, (18) becomes 
b;= c _.!__.._!__ 
WEWq d(W) PC1 WI) “E V(N’*) 
(19) 
where f(u) and k(u) refer, respectively, to the labeling and child type of u in I WI, 
and where d(W) is the number of classes W’E Wq such that 1 W’l = W (in lL4). 
5.14. Conclusion of the proof of Main Theorem 3. To calculate d(W), we must ask 
in how many pairwise non-isomorphic ways we can give R E IL, the structure of an 
element W of Wq (such that 1 WI = L). Let S denote the set of actual planar struc- 
tures on R, not identifying those that yield isomorphic planar trees. For counting 
purposes, let us describe the data which determines such a planar structure YES. 
Given u E V(R) we write leaf type vector k(u) explicitly as (k(u),, . . . , k(u),) and for 
j E it we let UT denote the set of children of u having label j, so that Card UT = Qu)~. 
The structure p is then given by a set of bijections pu,j : u,? + { 1, . . . , k(u), >. Clearly, 
then, there are n,,,,,*, k(u)! elements in S. For PES, let RcP) denote the given 
element of Wq. Given @ l AutliR, let @(~)ES be defined by @(p),,Jw) = 
p@.~(~),~(qb-‘(w)). In this way AutlLR acts on S, and we claim that this action is 
faithful on each orbit: For if @(p)=p, then $J is an automorphism of R@) (as a 
planar tree), and therefore @ = id,, since a planar has only one automorphism (see 
3.8). Note also that R@) and R@(P)) represent the same class in W, since @ gives an 
isomorphism between them as planar trees. Conversely, one sees easily that if p’ is 
an element of S such that R@)=RRp’), th en p and p’ are in the same orbit. There- 
fore the orbit of p in S has p(R) elements, and the number of isomorphism classes 
given by elements of S is 
n UE V(R*) k(u)! 
P(R) ’ 
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For R = / WI, this is the integer d(W) we sought. Putting this into (19) yields Main 
Theorem 3 (Towber’s formula). 
6. Appendix. The polynomials fir, L+, and vr 
6.1. It is our aim here to give a discussion which culminates in a proof of the for- 
mula (5) of 4.9, which was crucial to the proof of Theorem 4.10 and thus to the 
proofs of the Main Theorems. At the same time we will give relationships between 
three special collections of polynomials, fir, vr, and &Q, which are of great interest 
for many reasons, one of which now appears to be their possible usefulness toward 
obtaining a solution to the Jacobian Conjecture (see [2] for a full discussion of this 
problem). 
6.2. Definition of fir. Given indeterminants U,, i, j E n, the polynomials fir, r E n, 
are defined as follows: 
fi,=(-1)’ c 
lsi,s~~~si,5n 
One quickly verifies that for the II x n indeterminant matrix U= (U,), we have 
det(l-U)=l+p,+...+,+, 
and that fizr is homogeneous of degree r. Letting T be an indeterminant and com- 
puting the determinant of T- U, which is the characteristic polynomial for U, we 
see thatfi, is the coefficient of T”-‘. Since U satisfies its characteristic polynomial, 
we have 
U”ftLIUn-‘+...+Pn_,Uf~z,=O. (20) 
6.3. Definition of A,.. Note that pt = -Tr(U), where Tr is the trace. For rz 1, let 
8~ = Tr(U’), 
which can be written more explicitly as 
+%-= c %2 %j, . . ’ %A f 
Ci~,...,jr)Enr 
(21) 
We will show that & is a polynomial homogeneous of degree r in fit,, . . . ,bn, where 
fir is weighted to have degree r. More precisely: 
6.4. Theorem. For r-2 1 we have 
4kr = r c ~ 
(_l)]el (lel- I)!/&’ 
(e*,...,e,)EN” e! ’ 
e,+2e2i.~.+nen=r 
where be =& .‘.fiz. (See 2.2 for further notation.) 
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The proof will occupy Subsections 6.5-6.11. 
6.5. To prove Theorem 6.4, we begin by assuming the assertion is true for r<n. 
Now suppose r? n, and that the Theorem holds for smaller values of r. Multiplying 
equation (20) by U’-” yields 
Taking the trace of both sides of this matrix equation, we have 
(22) 
This formula will allow us to use the induction hypothesis. Suppose we are given 
(e t,...,e,) with e,+2e2+.+e + ne, =r, as in the summation of Theorem 6.4. We 
wish to determine the coefficient of the monomial pe in each summand bi&r_i of 
(22) after applying induction to write t~,_i as a polynomial in fil, . . . ,fin. 
6.6. The case e = (0, . . . , 41). We note that the only case where induction does not 
give an expression for hr_ i is the case where r - i = 0, which can only occur when 
r = i = n, by our hypothesis r-2 n. In this case we have A~_ i = ho = Tr(U’) = n and 
therefore /Liar_ i = nfi, , SO that title i contributes to /z2’ only if e = (0, . . . , 0,l). Con- 
versely, note that for e = (0, . . . , 0, l), the last term of (22), where r = i = n, is the only 
term which contributes the monomial fit =/z,, , and the contribution is nh,, so that 
(22) yields the monomial - rzb, in &. A quick look at Theorem 6.4 confirms that 
its formula yields the same coefficient -n for fin, so this special case is treated. 
6.1. The other case. We can now proceed under the assumption e # (0, . . . , 41). We 
again want to determine the contribution to be Of bitL,_ i, and we now must have 
r - i > 1, so that Theorem 6.4 gives us by induction a formula for a,_ i . We there- 
fore look for the coefficient offi” in LL,_~, where e’= (et, . . . , ei - 1, . . . , e,), assuming 
ei? 1. According to the Theorem, applied to tLr_i, the coefficient is 
(r_ j)(_1)le’l (le’l - l)! _ 
e’! 
-(-l)l+‘(r-i)e. (lel - 2Y , 
I * e. 
(Note that since ei + 2e2 + ... + ne, = r, r 1 n, and e # (0, . . . , 0, l), we must have lel> 2, 
SO the numerator i 
does not 
-(-l)lei+i(~, (r-i)e,) v. (23) 
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Note that 
j$t(r-i)ej=r i ei- i iei=r(el+--.+en)-((el+2e2+...+ne,) 
i=l i=I 
=rlel -r=r(lel- 1). 
Putting this into (23) we get 
+I - 2Y 
-(-l)iei-lr(lel - 1) er = 
r<n. 
6.8. Induction on n. Observe that the above argument covers the case n = 1. We will 
now do induction on n. For the purpose of the comment about to be made, it is 
convenient to temporarily revise our notation for theb’s and +G’S to incorporate 
reference to n; so we now denote them byfir,,, 1 iron, and hL,,,, r-20, nz 1. The 
observation is this: when we set U,,= ... = U,, = U,,, = . ..U.,,, =0 in fir,n, for 
lrrrn- 1, we obtainfir,,_,, . and when we make this substitution in tir,, (for any 
r) we obtain A~,~_, . These facts follow from the definition offi, and & in 6.2 and 
6.3. 
6.9. r<n. We may now assume that r<n and that Theorem 6.4 holds for r and 
rz - 1. We note that the polynomials on both sides of the equation in the theorem are 
homogeneous of degree r in the indeterminants U;j, 1 pi, Jo n. Formula (21) makes 
it clear (since r< n) that for each monomial M= Uj,jz Uj2j, ... Uj~j, in J+, there exists 
t E n such that M is free of the indeterminants Ult,. . . , U,,; Utl, . . . , U,, . 
6.10. For don, we see from the definition in 6.2 that for each monomial N in the 
Uij’S which occurs infid, there exists i,,...,i,En with 1 ~i,<*-.<i,~n such that N 
involves only the d2 indeterminants UG where i, j E { il, . . . , id}. Looking at the para- 
meters under the summation on the right-hand side of the equation in Theorem 6.4, 
we note that we must have e, = 0 in order for el + 2e2 + ... + ne, to equal r, since r< n; 
thus the entire expression on the right involves onyfi,, . . . , fit, _ , and notfin. Applying 
the observation above, with d = e,, . . . , e,, _ 1, where e, + 2e2 + ... + (n - l)e, _ , = r, we 
see that for each monomial infi’=&’ ...fi:_; there exists a proper subset S of II 
such that said monomial involves only those indeterminants U, for which i, j E S. 
Thus for every monomial M in the determinants Ui, 1 <i, jln, which appears on 
the right side of the equation in the theorem, there again exists t E n such that M 
is free of the indeterminants Ult, . . . , U,,,; Ut,, . . . , U,, . 
6.11. Reduction to smaller n. The observations in the previous two paragraphs imply 
the following: To prove the equality asserted in Theorem 6.4, it suffices to show 
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that, for any t E n, the two polynomials become equal when the set U,, = .a+ = U,,, = 
u,, = . . . = U,, = 0. For convenience, we can take t = n. According to 6.8, when we 
make this substitution, the expressions on either side of the equation in the theorem 
are transformed into the same expressions where n - 1 replaces n, since the right- 
hand side involves only fir, . . . , fin_ 1. Hence by induction on IZ the proof of 
6.12. Using Theorem 6.4 we can compute: 
4=-fil, 
A2 = -2fi2 +fit:, (nr2) 
A3 = -3fi3 + 3fih -fit:, (n 2 3) 
a,=-4~,+4~,~3+2~~-4f~:@~+~~f. (nr4) 
One can prove inductively this known formula, for Ron: 
r- 1 
This, together with (22), which holds for rzn, determines the polynomials c+ for 
all rz 1. 
6.13. Formal words. Let Mh be the free monoid on the set {a,, . . . , ah > . M is the set 
of words spelled using letters al, . . . , ah including the empty word. Each element 
w E iMh has an associated length, denoted len(w). Additionally, we assign the letter 
ai the weight i, so that each word in AI,, has a weight, namely the sum of the 
weights of its letters (counting repeated occurance). For r-2 0, let II~~,~ denote the 
set of elements of Mh having weight r. Elements of Mh can be viewed as monomials 
in a Ir-.-,ah, which are now viewed as formal non-commuting variables. Thus, 
given wEMh and x1,..., xh in any ring R, it makes sense to write w(xr, . . . ,xh). In 
particular, for WEM, we have we,, ...,@n)~~[Uij]l~i,j~n, where Z denotes the 
integers. 
6.14. Now let x1, . . . , xh be formal commuting variables (over z). For w en/l, we 
denote by 1 WI the monomial w&r,. . . , xh). Given a monomial x1”, . . . ,x2, we ask 
how many elements w E M have the property that 1 WI =x1”‘, .. . ,xF. A simple count- 
ing argument yields the answer: 
Proposition. 
lel! 
Card~wEMh~~w~=X;‘,...,x~~=q! 
where e=(e,, . . . . eh), and lel and e! are as defined in 2.2. 
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Proof. To see this, note that ) WI =x1”, . . . , X: precisely when w contains the letter 
ai exactly ei times, for iEh; in this case, len(w) = lel. For k= lel, note that the per- 
mutation group Yk acts transitively on the set of such words by permuting the 
letters. We ask what is the stabilizer of one such word, which we may take to 
be w=af’+..a,eh. The answer is clearly a subgroup of & which is isomorphic to 
Ye”,, x *.a x Ye,. Thus the orbit size is 
We now relate this discussion to Theorem 6.4. 
6.15. Theorem. For rz 1, 
1 
hr = r C (- l)len(+@ - 
len( w) 
w&r, 1.. ,fi”). 
WSM”,, 
Proof. The equation in Theorem 6.4 can be rewritten as 
45~~ = r c 
lel! 
(e,.....e,) z (-de’ d fie. (24) 
The proposition above says that for e = (et, . . . , e,) EN”, there are (lel!/e!) elements 
w of AI,1 having the property that j wl =xf’, . . . ,x:. Such words w have the proper- 
ties that w@,, . . . . fi,,)=fie, and that WEA~,,~, where r=e,+2e2+...+ne,, and 
that len(w) = lel. The theorem follows when we rewrite (24) as a summation over 
6.16. Definition of vr. Given the indeterminants 
tion u : r + n, we can form the monomial 
U,, 1 si, jsr, CTE L$, and a func- 
JJ, udO, u(W). 
The polynomial gr is then defined to be I/(r!) times the sum of such monomials 
over all u and U: 
(90 will be 1.) The following theorem expresses vr as a polynomial homogeneous of 
degree r inb,,..., b,, where fir is weighted to have degree r. 
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6.17. Theorem. For r-2 1 we have 
yr= c (_ l)l4 Nfie 
(e1,...3e?l) I * e. 
e,+2e~i.~~+ne,=r 
(As always, be =&’ -..fi:. See 2.2 for further notation.) 
Note the difference between this expression and the one in Theorem 6.4, which 
gives hr. The proof of Theorem 6.17 will involve some preliminaries, but will 
culminate in 6.27. 
6.18. Cycfe type. Given r a positive integer and cl, . . . , ch E IN such that cl + 
2c,+ ..* + hc,, = r, we say a permutation o E Y: has cycle type c = (cl, . . . , ch) if the 
number of i-cycles in cr is ci, for i= 1, . . . , h. 
6.19. Lemma. Given a positive integer r and c,, . . . , C~EN such that c,+2c2+...+ 
hc, = r, the number of elements o E q having cycle type c = (c,, . . . , ch ) is 
Proof. The number of partitions of r of the form 
CT,,, ,... ,T,,,,,Tz,,,...,Tz,e,,...,Th,l,...,Th,e,,) 
with Card Tj,,e, = j is well known to be 
r. I 
If we call two such partitions equivalent when they are the same up to the order of 
the Tj,e,‘s, we clearly have equivalence classes of size c,! .a. ch!, so that the set of 
such classes has size 
1 r! 
Cl- 
I . . . ch! (l!)Q . . . (h!)Q ’ (25) 
Any such class can be completed into an element (7 E Y: having cycle type (cr , . . . , ch) 
by making a j-cycle of each qie,, and the partition class can be recovered from cr 
as its orbit set in r. For each pair (j,ei), there are (j- l)! j-cycles. Two distinct sets 
of choices for each (j, ei) yield distinct elements of Yr, and each element of Yr 
having cycle type (ct, . . . , ch) results from some partition class and some such choice 
for each Tj,,e,. Consequently the number of elements of Y: having cycle type 
(c t, . . . , ch) is equal to the product of the number (25) of such partition classes times 
(1 - 1)!“(2- l)!CZ...(h- l)!‘*. The lemma follows. 
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6.20. Corollary. 
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c ;(f)“($)“... (p. 
(Cl....,C) 
qi2c>t~~.trc,=r 
(where (c~,...,c,)EN’). 
Proof. We note that in order to have cr +2c,+ ... + hc, =r, we must have Ci=O 
whenever i> r. Therefore the r-tuples c= (c,, . . . , c,) which parametrize the sum- 
mands on the right-hand side of the equation are precisely the cycle types of 
elements of gr. It now follows using Lemma 6.19 that if we multiply either side of 
the equation by r! we get the number of elements in Yr, hence the two numbers are 
equal. 
6.21. Corollary. For t-2 0, 
(See 6.13 for notation.) 
Proof. Grouping the summands on the left-hand side according to Jwl and applying 
the proposition of 6.14, the left-hand side becomes 
c 
(%...,G) 
wL(!)‘...(y. 
e,t2e~t'~+re,=r 
Corollary 6.21 now follows from Corollary 6.20. 
6.22. Proposition. For r-2 1, 
Proof. A close look at the definition of gr in 6.16 reveals that the expression inside 
the outer summation C,, 9 r depends only on the cycle type of o, and therefore, 
applying Lemma 6.19, we obtain 
Note that the inner summation above is precisely tLj* by (21) in 6.3. The proposi- 
tion is now apparent. We can now write gr as a polynomial in f%,, . . . ,a,: 
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6.23. Proposition. For r 2 0, 
1 
$fr= z - 
wc~r,, len(w)! 
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f$...,y. 
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 6.22 and the proposition in 6.14. Note 
that the case r=O holds. 
6.25. Note that giving an element of M,, is equivalent to giving a length k and an 
k-tuple (it, . . . , ik) with ir, . . . , ik2 1 such that i, + ... + i,= r, where (il, .., , ik) cor- 
responds to the word ai, .a* aik. Whence by the proposition above we have 
YrZj$ c %..A+. 
. (ii,...,&) 21 lk 
i,,...,ik>l 
i,+...+ik=r 
Now we apply Theorem 6.15 to each pi, in the above expression to obtain 
%=ki,; c c (-l)‘e”(w”“Wk) ’ (wt ... Wk)(fir,...,fik). 
. h....ik) (w,....wk) len(w,) ... len(wk) 
il,....ik21 
i,+...+ik=r 
WI E Mz. ‘, 
Consider now the polynomial in the above expression before it is evaluated at 
fil, . . ..fi., i.e. the polynomial R, defined by 
Rr=kgo; c c (-l~‘en(“~~~~w~)len(w,)~~.len(wk)(W1...~k~. 
* (il,...,ik) (wh...,w) 
i,,...,ik>l W,EM”.l 
il+...+iK=r 
i 
This is an element of Q(ar , . . . , a,), the polynomial ring over (lJ (the rationals) in n 
non-commuting variables al, . . . , a,. Given a word w of weight r, we ask how many 
times w appears in the above summation, and what is the sum of its coefficients in 
Q over all these appearances. Clearly there is one such summand for each nontrivial 
factorization of w, i.e. each integer k and nonempty words w,, . . . , wk such that 
;“B 
..a !+k= w. Note that if dj=len(wj), then this factorization is determined by 
r, . . . , dk). Thus if d is the length of w, the coefficient c, of w in R, is: 
c,=(-l)dkiO ; c 
1 
. (dl,..., dk) d, ..*dk * 
(26) 
dl,...,dk>l 
d,+...+dk=d 
Thus, with c, as above, we have 
R,= c c,w. (27) 
wEML, 
Given d,, . . . , d,ll withd,+ -1. + dk = d as in the summation (26), we form a word 
y of weight d in d letters, which we denote by b,, . . . , bd to distinguish them from 
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the a’s above, by setting y = bd, ... bdk. (As with the a’s, bj is given weight j.) Note 
that k=len(y), and that this defines a one-to-one correspondence between such 
sequences (d,, . . . , dk) and elements y E&&. We can therefore write (26) as a sum- 
mation over elements of IV&, and it becomes: 
= (-l)d by Corollary 6.21. 
Putting this into (27), and recalling that d=len(w), we get 
R,= c (+@)w; 
W~Ml,, 
and recalling that gr = R,(jq, . . . ,p,), we have proved 
6.26. Theorem. For rr0, 
6.27. Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 6.17. This now follows from the theorem 
above, using the proposition of 6.14. Finally, we develop a formula which gives gr 
recursively in terms of fir, . . . , fin. 
6.28. Theorem. For r-2 1, 
min(n, r) 
qi-- C fii$fr-i. 
i=l 
(Recall that ga = 1.) 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 6.26 together with this observation. If we 
classify elements of M,,, by their first letter, M,,, becomes the disjoint union of the 
sets L7i. Mn,r_i for i= 1, . . . . min(n,r). 
This is the key fact which was used in 4.9. Equation (6) in that section is obviously 
a restatement of this theorem. 
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